USED EQUIPMENT SERVICE
100% KAUP for little money

HIGH-VISIBILITY FORKLIFT TRUCK ATTACHMENTS
A pool of approx. 1,500 attachments are available for used sales in our 3,200 m² large service centre in Aschaffenburg. Our qualified professionals can, with their many years of experience, select the used high-quality KAUP attachment best suited for your requirements.

Used equipment - 100% KAUP for little money

KAUP used attachments are only delivered in one predefined quality - in PREMIUM QUALITY! The incoming attachment is taken from intermediate storage directly to the adjacent repair workshop where it is broken down into single components and steam cleaned of dirt, oil and grease.

All wear and tear parts are carefully checked and, if necessary, replaced. The fork thickness is checked with regard to the permissible nominal thickness and built up or replaced as necessary. After re-painting the attachment is re-assembled and intensively tested on the test stand. The result of our premium quality standard ensures that you receive a technically flawless used attachment which is as good as new which can be put into operation immediately.

Our contribution for your satisfaction

- Premium Quality Attachments
- Personal consultation with professionals
- 12 month manufacturer’s warranty

Further information can be viewed online under: www.kaup.de/products/rental service & used equipment

KAUP attachments correspond to the requirements of the valid EC regulations regarding quality, safety and technical documentation. All technical data are subject to alteration.

KAUP is certified acc. to DIN EN ISO 9001

Your contact persons of our used equipment service are

Mrs. Isabella Pfirsching
+49 6021 865 249
isabella.pfirsching@kaup.de

Mr. Norman Haschert
+49 6021 865 214
norman.haschert@kaup.de

Mr. Sebastian Kunkel
+49 6021 865 402
sebastian.kunkel@kaup.de

KAUP GmbH & Co. KG
Braunstrasse 17 · D-63741 Aschaffenburg
+49 6021 843 287
zentrale@kaup.de · www.kaup.de